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A variety of techniques have been used to determine physical properties of lava flows on planetary surfaces on 
the basis of various aspects of their morphology. Flow dimensions (typically average flow width, average flow 
thickness, and apparent flow length) are the primary constraints used in theoretical models to estimate values for 
viscosity, yield strength, and effusion rate [l-81. Knowledge of planetary eruption and emplacement mechanisms is 
contingent upon development and application of appropriate dynarnical models. Previous efforts to analyze the 
behavior of planetary lava flows have focused on treatments of single lobed flows or flows that branch into a few 
main lobes, behavior characteristic of terrestrial a'a flows. Quantitative models for the emplacement of compound 
flows from which to understand the dynamics of flow field evolution and infer rheologic and thermal properties of 
lavas emplaced in this manner have not been formulated. Recent analyses of lava flow margins [9] and radar 
backscatter properties [lo] suggest that pahoehoe flows, which are compound in nature, can be identified on other 
planetary surfaces. Recent laboratory investigations indicate that various small-scale surface morphologies (as would 
be observed in high resolution images planned for future planetary missions) can be diagnostic of relationships 
between thermal conditions and flow regimes [ll-121. These developments coupled with the capability to simulate 
the formation of compound lava flow fields would provide the means to include lava flows emplaced in this 
fundamentally different manner in quantitative, process-oriented assessments of the volcanic histories of other 
planetary surfaces. 

The surfaces of terrestrial pahoehoe flows are composed of small channelized zones, smooth-surfaced localized 
sheets, and hundreds to thousands of small, interconnected, and often overlapping flow units, or toes [13-171. 
Terrestrial pahoehoe flows tire commonly tube-fed, and these surface units may extend directly from the vent or from 
a breakout-along a tube system. The flow behavior and resulting morphology at a given point within a pahoehoe 
flow field is presumably controlled by the relationship between the cooling rate, local flow rate, and local 
topography. In Hawaiian pahoehoe flows, larger channels are typically found in near-vent regions or below steep 
slopes where the flow rate is high or the supply is concentrated into zones. Sheets appear to form when the flow is 
unconfined and spreads uniformly; the flow rate must be high locally relative to the cooling rate causing sheets to 
form preferentially over discrete toes, whose chilled margins limit their motion. Pahoehoe flow surfaces dominated 
by multiple toes are found along the margins of sheets and channels, at the flow front, and in areas where the local 
flow rate is low. In these regions, the flow field grows both downslope and laterally by branching between these 
small flow units. Inflation also contributes to the development of pahoehoe flow fields [18] and is most pronounced 
in distal, flat-lying regions; tumuli often form in these regions above the tube system and can act as local vents for 
zones of branching toes. 

Our initial effort to understand the dynamics of flow field behavior focuses on the regions in which growth is 
dominated by branching between pahoehoe toes. On the basis of field investigations and previous studies, it appears 
that pahoehoe flow fields are governed by partly deterministic and partly random processes; flow fields have certain 
general properties as reflected in their gross morphology, but the variations in small-scale topography and local 
supply rate suggest randomness at the scale of an individual flow unit. A stochastic model for flow field evolution, 
in which the formation of each new toe is considered to be the result of a random walk, thus allows comparisons to 
be made between terrestrial and planetary flows and simulated flows, linking the statistical properties of the random 
small-scale phenomena associated with each flow unit with the large-scale morphology of the flow field [19]. 

In order to provide constraints for simulations of flow field emplacement, detailed field characterizations of 
pahoehoe toe morphomeq and branching relationships have been undertaken. At five sites within flows erupted in 
1972 from Mauna Ulu, maps of the relationships between pahoehoe toes were made, and measurements of toe 
length, width, thickness (maximum exposed), and orientation were recorded. All sites were in regions of uninflated, 
tube-fed pahoehoe on or below Holei Pali, between 7.5 and 9 krn from Mauna Ulu [20]. Precise locations were 
determined on high resolution aerial photographs. Measurements were made in one or more 5 x 5 m grids at each 
site; nine contiguous grids on an elongate lobe make up Site 1. Sites included flows emplaced on both other 
pahoehoe flows and a'a flows; average site slopes ranged from -5"-15". Sites 1-4 included only p-type pahoehoe, 
whereas only highly vesicular s-type pahoehoe was found at Site 5 [15-161. Information on toe morphometry and 
branching relationships is summarized in Table 1. The number of branches refers to the number of adjacent toes fed 
by a given toe. All toes were also classified on the basis of their surface morphology (ropy or smooth) and their 
position in the local flow field (at the interior or margin of the part of the field in which they are contained). Toes 
designated as on the margin were exposed to a free surface at the side or within the interior of a flow lobe. Data from 
two sites in the Snake River Plain are also listed in Table 1 for comparison. 
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The mean values in Table 1 show that toes are typically longer than they are wide and wider than they are 
thick; however, many toes emplaced at high angles to the average flow direction have significantly greater widths 
than lengths. Although differences in toe dimensions between sites are not statistically significant, the more 
vesicular toes at Site 5 appear to be more equant. Toe shapes in the Snake River Plain are also more equant, 
possibly due to the very low slopes on which they were emplaced. Mean volumes coupled with estimates of mean 
toe emplacement times to be determined in the future will provide constraints on local emplacement rates. While 
there is a large amount of variability in toe dimensions, the mean number of branches for all sites is relatively 
constant and indicates a distribution of flow field growth points throughout the flow. However, it is also evident 
that regions of concentrated supply were produced because in many grids there was at least one individual toe with a 
large numbers of branches (5-7). 

Preliminary analyses of toe morphometry as a function of surface morphology and location do not show 
statistically significant variations. However, ropy toes tend to be slightly larger (longer and wider) and supply more 
adjacent toes than smooth toes. For toes contained within the nine grids at Site 1, the orientation of each individual 
toe was compared to the orientation of the 40+ m long lobe in which they are contained. While no statistically 
significant variations are apparent, toes within 60" of the lobe orientation are on average longer, slightly narrower, 
and have more branches than toes located at higher angles to the average flow direction. The lack of statistically 
significant differences in toe dimensions as a function of toe type, location, orientation, and large-scale underlying 
slope suggests that global physical laws, as are employed to analyze the emplacement of single-lobed a'a flows, do 
not govern the emplacement of pahoehoe flow fields. The regime in which pahoehoe flows advance by multiple 
branching events appears to be fundamentally random in nature, and the emplacement of an individual pahoehoe toe 
is subject to a multitude of factors that are locally defined. Continued analyses of pahoehoe flows will provide 
further insight into the processes controlling their evolution and appropriate constraints for models of compound 
flow emplacement under different planetary conditions. 

Table 1. Properties of Pahoehoe Toes 
Mean Value f Standard Deviation 

Site Number Length Width Thickness Volume Number 
of Toes (cm> (cm) (cm) (m3) of Branches 

MU 1 132 130 f 78 81 f 42 1 8 f  8 0.7 f 1.0 0.20 f 0.26 
MU2 25 1175  85 52 f 18 1 7 f  8 0.7 f 1.4 0.1 1 f 0.09 
MU3 21 99 f 70 75 f 42 20 f 9 0.9 f 0.9 0.12 f 0.09 
MU4 3 5 147 f 123 97 f 64 19 f 6 0.9 f 1.4 0.41 f 0.71 
MU5 3 6 83 f 65 65 f 33 25 f 10 0.7 f 1.3 0.14 f 0.18 

Mauna Ulu 
Sitesl-5 249 122 f 86 77 f 44 20 f 9 0.7 f 1.2 0.21 f 0.36 

Snake River Plain 
Sites 39 84 f 67 92 f 71 19 f 8 0.8 f 1.7 0.18 f 0.26 
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